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Abstract:  Certain features of chest pain increase the likelihood of heart attack while other features of 
chest pain decrease the likelihood of heart attack.  This brochure explains these features and advises 
patients to seek appropriate medical attention. 
 
This document was created by a medical student enrolled in the Family Medicine Clerkship at the 
University of Minnesota Medical School as part of the course project. The aim of the project is to present 
information on a medical topic in the format of a patient education handout. It does not necessarily reflect 
the views of the University of Minnesota Medical School physicians and faculty. These materials are 
provided for informational purposes only and are in no way intended to take the place of the advice and 
recommendations of your personal health care provider. The information provided may no longer be up to 
date since it has not been reviewed since the date of creation. The information provided should not be 
used to diagnose a health problem or disease, or as a means of determining treatment. In the event of a 
medical emergency, immediately contact a doctor or call 911. 



 

 
 

Developed by Michael Bond, MS3 
 

What is chest pain? 

Chest pain, quite simply, is pain in your 

chest.   

There are many causes of chest pain, and 

it is your doctor’s job to figure out the 

cause of your pain.  

 Some causes of chest pain are very 

dangerous, like a heart attack.  This 

usually happens when there is not enough 

blood getting to your heart, because the 

blood supply is blocked by a clot. 

If you think you might be having a heart 

attack, you must get help right away.  

The best way to do this is to call 911.  

 

 

If you think you 
might be having a 
heart attack: 

   call 911 
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 A heart attack is when your 
heart starts to die from not 

having enough oxygen  
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Features of chest pain that 

make heart attack less likely: 

• Chest pain that gets worse 

with a deep breath  

• Chest pain that is sharp or 

stabbing 

•  Chest pain that only hurts 

with certain body positions.  

• Chest pain that can be caused  

by pushing on your chest 

 

*** Your pain could still be caused 

by something serious and life 

threatening.  If it is severe you 

should still call 911.  If it is mild, 

call your regular doctor *** 

Features of chest pain that 

make heart attack more 

likely: 

• Pain in chest and left 

arm 

• Pain in chest and 

right shoulder 

• Pain in all 3 – chest, 

left arm, and right 

arm 

• Chest pain with 

increased sweating  

 

*** Call 911 right away!*** 
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If you thing you might be having a heart 
attack, minutes matter.  Call 911 right 
away.  The doctors might be able to stop 
the damage to your heart, and save 
your life. 
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